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Constance T. Barcelona 5
“In the wilderness of Sinai, in the mountains of Arabia, 
the Lord spoke to Moses', ordering him to count the 
children of Israel ‘according to the number of the 
names, by their polls, every male from twenty years 
old and upward.’
“In the United States of America on April 1, 1970, 
every man, woman and child will be counted, and 
their dwellings will be counted as well.”
YOU ARE A SOCIAL SCIENTIST
Dr. Marilynn G. Winborne, CPA 11
“The Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences includes dis­
cussions of accounting, cost accounting, and auditing, 
from which it can be concluded that the social sciences 
recognize accounting as a member of their family. 
‘However, it is one thing to be accepted into the 
family; it is quite another to claim a place at the table 
by right of accomplishment.’ ”
EDITOR'S NOTES
The Editor is delighted to abdicate the usual space allotted to editorial comment 
in favor of an article, reprinted here by permission, which appeared in the May, 1964 
issue of ACCOUNTANCY, The Journal of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
England & Wales. Associate Editor Phyllis E. Peters is to be credited with discovery of 
this imaginative prose and for arranging for its publication here.
SHAKESPEARE WAS AN ACCOUNTANT
Recently published pronouncements on Shakespeare’s Sonnets have missed the point
For me the search began one Sunday morn­
ing when I lay in bed reading an extract, done 
in tasteful colour by a Sunday newspaper, from 
Dr. Leslie Hotson’s Mr. W. H. Reading his 
identification of the Dark Lady of the Sonnets 
as Lucy Morgan of Clerkenwell, I was un­
convinced and, jumping out of bed, consulted 
my volume of Lives of Great Accountants. My 
own suspicions were confirmed. Lucy or Luce 
or Luca was none other than Luca Pacioli, the 
Dark-cowled monk. My mind raced. Could Mr. 
W. H. to whom the Sonnets are dedicated also 
be Luca Pacioli? I thought this likely, assuming 
that “the onlie begetter” was a corruption of 
“the onlie bookkeeper.” I was certain when I 
broke through Shakespeare’s code. Ten letters 
separate W and L, and eight H and P. There­
fore W. H. could only be L P., Luca Pacioli. 
Quickly I contacted a computer bureau and 
arranged for all 154 sonnets to be written into 
punched tape, and then dictated a programme 
designed to throw out all words and phrases 
relating to accountancy.
Waiting for the results of this test, I began 
to muse over the themes in the sonnets. There 
seemed to be two. One block of sonnets is con­
cerned with love. Love for whom? Client? 
Articled clerk? The computer results proved it 
to be the former, and I will detail the reasons 
for this conclusion later. The other dominant 
theme was a dread of declining powers and 
death. This to me meant only one thing. It was 
nothing more than elaborate imagery cloaking 
Shakespeare’s preoccupation with depreciation 
and fixed asset replacement problems.
The computer results, when they arrived, 
confirmed my inspired guess that Shakespeare 
was an accountant. Let me use them to present 
the only definitive picture of Shakespeare’s 
accounting career. (The numbers enclosed in 
brackets are those generally given to the son­
nets.) The Bard begins as a competent profes­
sional accountant, a little arrogant towards his 
assistants (“Till I return, of posting is no need” 
(51)), hard working and with a number of out 
of town clients (“Weary with toil, I haste me to 
my bed/The dear repose for limbs with travel 
tired” (27)), and tolerant towards accounting 
errors (“All men make faults” (35)). Two 
references to “antique pen” and one to “papers, 
yellowed with age” seem to show him recon­
ciled to a staid, humdrum career.
Then at some point, which I would provi­
sionally date as 1599, a mysterious client ap­
pears. At first things go smoothly. The audit 
report given is fulsome—“Fair, kind, and true 
is all my argument/Fair, kind, and true, varying 
to other words” (105). The addition of the 
word “kind” to the usual “true and fair” is 
significant. Eventually, the client decides to go 
public, and Shakespeare acts as reporting ac­
countant. To modern eyes this report may seem 
unduly extravagant and somewhat lacking in 
caution. He begins by confirming his opinion 
shown in previous audit reports (“And all 
things turn to fair that eye can see” (95)), and
(Continued on page 10)
ANNUAL MEETING
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The author reviews the quantitative processes of the census and the anticipated im­
pressive accomplishment when, in Spring 1970, the United States will count its entire 
population—an estimated 200,000,000 people.
Constance T. Barcelona
Cincinnati, Ohio
In the wilderness of Sinai, in the mountains 
of Arabia, the Lord spoke to Moses, ordering 
him to count the children of Israel “according 
to the number of the names, by their polls, 
every male from twenty years old and up­
ward,”.1 The time was some 1500 years before 
the birth of Christ, “on the first day of the 
second month,”2 which is to say, the Spring of 
the year and approximately the first of May. 




3St. Luke 2: 104
4Sherman LeRoy Wallace, “Census and Poll-Tax in 
Ptolemaic Egypt,” American Journal of Philology LIX 
(October, 1938)
5U.S. Bureau of the Census, “Bureau of the Census: Fact- 
Finder for the Nation,” 1965, Washington, D.C. pp. 10-11
6II Samuel 24: 1-2
In the hills of Judea at the point in time that 
heralded Christendom, Joseph of Nazareth re­
turned to Bethlehem, the city of his forefather, 
David, obeying the decree of Caesar Augustus 
“that all the world should be taxed.”3 The 
Roman empire at that time dominated Egypt 
and the Near East, and the provincial citizenry 
was counted at least once every fourteen years4 
to ensure the maximum in poll tax.
In the United States of America on April 1, 
1970, every man, woman and child will be 
counted, and their dwellings will be counted as 
well. These dwellings make a motley group. 
They include houses, apartments, ships, tents, 
trailers, houseboats, railroad cars, shacks and 
lighthouses. The counting will also employ 
some rather unusual types of transportation 
such as mules in the hills of Kentucky, pirogues 
in Louisiana marshlands, and dog or motorized 
sleds in Alaska.5
The purpose of this nineteenth decennial 
counting that is called the census is neither 
conscription or taxation. It is intended as a tool 
for sociological study that will guide the ad­
ministration of the most complex and wealthy 
nation in the world’s history.
As the accountant discovers, along with the 
economist, sociologist and statistician, compari­
son sightings can reflect more truth than the 
viewpoint of isolation. Therefore, it may be 
well to review the quantitative processes of the 
census.
Historical Development
What has happened to bring that primitive 
counting at Mt. Sinai to the modern concepts 
of statistical sampling and computer processing 
as a nation enumerates over two hundred 
million people and tabulates the condition of 
their housing?
King David
About half a millenium after the twelve 
tribes of Israel were counted by Moses, his 
descendant, David, was king and the Biblical 
record states that the Lord commanded David 
to “Go, number Israel and Judah.” King David 
in turn ordered the captain of his host to “Go 
now through all the tribes of Israel, from Dan 
even to Beer-sheba, and number ye the people, 
that I may know the number of the people.”6
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A knowledgeable reader must smile with 
tolerance at this stratagem from antiquity to 
impute to God the wishes of the leader. Both 
Moses and his descendant, David, understood 
very well the craft defined in a later age by 
Machiavelli: “In truth, there has never been, 
in any country, an extraordinary legislator who 
has not had recourse to God, for otherwise his 
laws would not have been accepted.”7
Biblical history further records that divine 
wrath in the form of a pestilence killed seventy 
thousand men following the King’s census, and 
that the pestilence was abated only after David 
built an altar to the Lord and made burnt offer­
ings. The memory of this dreadful sequence 
created a resistance to census taking and was 
carried along by folklore into medieval times.
The census of the tribes of Israel from Dan to 
Beer-sheba required “nine months and twenty 
days,”8 a gestation period during which there 
must have been many births and deaths. The 
twentieth century concept of a census relates 
it to a particular point in time, like the ac­
countant’s inventory of merchandise. To this 
inventory of people, modern man makes addi­
tions and subtractions of vital statistics as they 
are recorded. A perpetual inventory is thus 
maintained and adjusted each decade to the 
actual physical count.
The Ptolemaic Kings
The Ptolemaic kings discovered the bonanza 
of a poll tax levied on every household. In the 
years 220-219 B.C. King Ptolemy IV introduced 
the fourteen-year census period to illuminate 
every source of potential revenue.9 Rome en­
tered the Egyptian political picture during the 
reign of Ptolemy XI, father of Cleopatra, and 
the fourteen-year cycle apparently continued 
there although Roman practice tended to a 
quinquennial count. One researcher indicates 
that a questionnaire form for the head of the 
household appeared at this time, with copies 
for various officials and one for a record.10 
This seems to contradict the probable illiteracy 
of the era but, if true, the Egyptian question­
naire does adumbrate the mail-in form that will 
appear in United States households in 1970.
Other Early Census
Although the literature is inconclusive, Bibli­
cal records are reflective of the earliest census. 
There are indications that in the third millen­
ium B.C. Babylonia had a complete charting by 
plots of land, a cadastral and agricultural sur­
vey for financial purposes. Persia and China 
are also known to have had some very early 
form of census.11
The Romans first recognized the value of 
regular census taking. The very word “census” 
is a heritage from Rome: the Latin verb “cen- 
sere” means to value or tax, while the Roman 
magistrate delegated to perform such work 
was the “censor”. Servius Tullius, sixth king of 
Rome (578-534 B.C.) instituted the Roman 
census and by the fifth century B.C. Caesar 
Augustus extended the census to the entire 
Roman Empire, including the Nazareth of 
Joseph and Mary. The Roman census was both 
financial and military in purpose, being a 
preliminary to military draft. In the fifth cen­
tury A.D. came the decline of the Roman 
Empire and with it the regular administration 
of a census.
Charlemagne, in his dream of restoring the 
Roman world, made an effort to revive the 
census in 808 A.D.12 but the counting, like his 
dream, was short-lived. It was not until the 
end of the Dark Ages that an English king 
envisioned the charting of English feudalism. 
William the Conqueror, through his Domesday 
inquest, intended to settle the controversies 
about the feudal land holdings that produced 
revenue for the throne. Sir Winston Churchill 
wrote: “The inquest or description, as it was 
called, was carried through with a degree of 
minuteness and regularity unique in that age 
and unequalled for centuries after. The history 
of many an English village begins with an entry 
in Domesday Book.”13
The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
A radical thought occurred in the mind of 
man as the seventeenth century washed over 
him. He awakened to the idea that the state 
could serve mankind rather than exploit it. He 
also had a vision of looking at society and him­
self objectively, and so, slowly, a concept of 
sociological studies emerged. The church rec­
ords became the instrument of counting for 
those early studies. It must be remembered 
that only the churches had records of births and 
deaths.
Among the first efforts at an appraisal of a 
country’s population for the common good was 
the clergyman’s count in Sweden in 1749.
7Niccolo Machiavelli, Discourses on Livy, Bk V, Ch XI, 
quoted from the Italian by Jean Jacques Rousseau, The 
Social Contract and Discourses, Book II Ch VII, trans. by 
G. D. II. Cole (Everyman’s Library: E. P. Dutton & Co., 
Inc., reprinted by The Great Books Foundation, 1955)
8II Samuel 24: 8; 15-25
9Wallace, “Census and Poll-Tax” op. cit.
10Sherman LeRoy Wallace, Taxation in Egypt from 
Augustus to Diocletian Ch VII and VIII, (Princeton, 1938) 
pp 418-442
11“Census” Encyclopedia Brittanica, 1967, 5 pp 167-168
12“Census” Encyclopedia Americana, 1965, 6, p 194
13Winston S. Churchill, The Birth of Britain, (New York: 
Dodd, Mead & Company, 1956) Book II, Ch X, p 173 
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Simultaneously, LaNouvelle France and Aca­
die, Quebec and Novia Scotia today, had six­
teen enumerations between 1665 and 1754. 
The British took a census of Virginia in 1635, 
and by 1790 had taken thirty-eight colonial 
censuses in what is now the United States.14
14“Census” Colliers Encyclopedia, 1968, 5, p 636
15Moreau de Jonnes, quoted by W. S. Rossiter, “Bureau
of the Census: Fact-Finder for the Nation,” p 1
16“Bureau of the Census: Fact-Finder,” op. cit. pp 2-3
17Ibid. p 6
18Department of Commerce, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
the 70 Census of population and housing, p 7
19David L. Kaplan, “Plans for the 1970 Census of Popu­
lation and Housing,” Statistical Reporter, (November, 
1967) p 73
20Ibid. p 74
A few paragraphs have scanned over three 
thousand years of man’s relationship to the 
state up to the eighteenth century. As often 
happens, creative thought flowered in various 
areas at the same time, and from previously 
barren surfaces. The Social Contract of Rous­
seau appeared in 1762, followed by Wealth of 
Nations by Adam Smith in 1776, and in 1787 
the Federalist Papers (Hamilton, Madison and 
Jay).
The year 1787 produced another social mile­
stone, the Constitution of the United States. 
The French statistician, Moreau de Jonnes, has 
declared that the United States presents a 
phenomenon without a parallel in history, “that 
of a people who instituted the statistics of their 
country on the very day when they founded 
their government, and who regulated by the 
same instrument the census of inhabitants, their 
civil and political rights, and the destinies of 
the nation.”15 *
George Washington had been president one 
year when our first crude census was taken in 
1790. It was a public display of private infor­
mation. It encountered ignorance, hostility and 
deceit, and required eighteen months for com­
pletion, but it was a beginning.
The Nineteenth Century
By trial and error administration of the 
census has passed from United States marshals, 
to temporary appointees, to an office with the 
Department of Interior, to the Department of 
Commerce and Labor and in 1913, when that 
Department was split, to the Department of 
Commerce.
The first census in 1790 determined only the 
number of free men and slaves in each state.16 
The Secretary of Commerce is now directed by 
law to take censuses of the population (by 
sex, age and color), housing, agriculture, irri­
gation, drainage, manufactures, mineral indus­
tries, business (wholesale, retail and service 
trades), governments and transportation.17
By law the Census Bureau is permitted to 
use the information obtained from question­
naires for statistical purposes only. It may not 
be used for taxation, investigation or regula­
tion. Questionnaires are seen by Census Bureau 
employees exclusively, and they are under oath 
not to disclose information.18 In a government 
that respects the dignity of the individual 
citizen such safeguards of privacy have become 
mandatory.
Constitutional authority directs that a popu­
lation census be taken in years ending in zero, 




Questions on the 1970 census will follow the 
basic format of the 1950 and 1960 censuses, in 
the interest of maintaining comparability, but 
they will reflect a deeper probing for informa­
tion in special areas on a sample basis, namely, 
the 20 per cent, 15 per cent, and 5 per cent 
questions. The areas of inquiry were selected 
after long and careful deliberation, and after 
consultation with census users everywhere. The 
interests of Federal agencies were primary, of 
course, but the Census Bureau has sponsored 
public meetings in twenty-three cities across 
the country to collect suggestions from inter­
ested individuals and organizations.19
Interest in census results is shared by plan­
ners at all government levels. These planners 
serve the public in arranging for transportation, 
schools, water supply, and sewage removal, for 
the general health and welfare, and all of 
those services that Americans consider their 
civic privilege. To aid the planners the “place 
of work” questions have been expanded from 
the 1960 form to pinpoint the street address, as 
well as the city and county, since fine geo­
graphic detail is a necessity for effective service 
systems.
In an effort to gain more accurate informa­
tion concerning the condition of housing in the 
United States the 1970 survey replaces opinions 
with precise facts. The elegance or humbleness 
of a home will not be appraised by an enumera­
tor. Each householder will be asked many 
specific questions to develop an objective classi­
fication of his dwelling.20 The infamous bath­
tub-or-shower question is not a probe as to 
personal cleanliness. It is one of several means 
for identifying living quarters as sound, dete­
riorating, or dilapidated.
Collecting the Information
Certain housing and employment information 
can be satisfied by scientific sampling tech­
niques but population data must be collected 
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for each and every citizen.21 Counting will be 
as inclusive as possible with a combination 
of mailed forms and personal interviews. Metro­
politan centers will be counted by mailed ques­
tionnaire system, each householder returning 
his form to the census office after the questions 
have been answered. This has been developed 
after extensive study and field testing over the 
years. In each standard metropolitan statistical 
area (SMSA) enumerators will follow up every 
non-response situation.22 For all other sections 
of the country the traditional census-taker will 
appear at every door.
21 “Bureau of the Census: Fact-Finder,” op. cit., p 12
22Kaplan, “Plans for the 1970 Census,” pp 73-76
23“Bureau of the Census: Fact-Finder,” p 11, and Fore­
word
24U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 
1960 Census of Population and Housing: Procedural His­
tory, Processing the Data
Dress rehearsal programs for both the mail 
and personal interview systems were scheduled 
for May, 1968, in Dane County (Madison 
SMSA) Wisconsin, and two rural South Caro­
lina counties.
A prodigious task of preparing mailing lists 
begins in the latter half of 1969 and will utilize 
commercial lists, computer print-outs, and Post 
Office personnel who will verify each metro­
politan residence address. About mid-March in 
1970, or two weeks before Census Day, there 
will be a final verification and correction of 
addresses. Meanwhile, the addresses will be 
coded for enumeration district (ED), and serial 
number within the ED. A random start seriali­
zation technique will designate one of three 
types of questionnaires for each address.
Sampling
What questions will appear in the sample 
groups? When a questionnaire arrives, if it is 
lengthy and inquisitive not only as to the total 
number of homes owned but also about the 
presence in the home of a washing machine, 
T-V sets, home freezer, dishwasher, etc., that 
household may consider itself one of a select 
few, one in twenty, in fact. If the householder 
has to answer, instead, about air-conditioning 
and the number of automobiles he owns he is 
still in a minority but not quite so selectly so. 
He will be in the 20 per cent group, or one in 
five. In this group he will also be asked how 
many bathrooms his home contains, but so will 
everyone else because this is in the 100 per 
cent group. Statistical identity with the 20 per 
cent sample (and either the 15 per cent or 5 
per cent group) will also be associated with 
employment questions. These will include 
hours and weeks worked in 1969, and income 
from salary, self-employment and “other 
sources”. Four fifths (or 80%) of the United 
States households will enjoy the easy procedure 
of the Short Form.
Total distribution of questionnaires will fol­
low this pattern:
Short Form: 80% Long Form: 15% Long Form: 5% 
100% Items 100% Items 100% Items
20% Items 20% Items
15% Items 5% Items
Processing the Data
As the quality of man’s social thinking has 
improved, so has his technical skill. Before the 
1960 census Congress amended the census law 
to give the Bureau specific authority to develop 
electronic equipment, use sampling, and pur­
chase maps and other materials. A. Ross Eckler, 
Acting Director, Bureau of the Census, writes: 
“The Bureau’s task of providing figures for the 
government and business and for the public in 
general has led to its development as one of 
the world’s largest and most modern statistical 
agencies.”23
The major purpose of census data processing 
is the production of statistical tables containing 
the results of the census.24 Initial procedures 
are done at the Jeffersonville, Indiana, Census 
Operations Office, whose large clerical staff will 
check enumeration records coming in from the 
field against control records. The staff will code 
information from questions that are not readily 
answered in a scannable form at the source 
(the 20 per cent sample), and then microfilm 
the schedules.
At this stage the microfilm will be sent to 
Washington and other installations for conver­
sion through FOSDIC (Film Optical Sensing 
Device for Input to Computers). The FOSDIC 
tapes and programming tapes will then be 
computer processed for editing and tabulating 
the data. Further computer processing will re­
sult in print-outs of a variety of statistical tables.
The Bureau performs a critical review at the 
early processing stage in Jeffersonville by run­
ning a bias check to detect any deviation in 
sizes of households between all households in 
an area and those in the 20 per cent selected 
for sampling. Past experience has indicated that 
bias may easily occur when the number of 
enumerators in a particular area is small.
The quality of the data will be subject to 
review at later stages throughout the process­
ing. The computer will also perform a ratio­
estimation process for inflating the sample and 
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assigning sample weights. These are statistical 
techniques and, as such, the particular respon­
sibility of the statistician. However, the accoun­
tant with his dual function in the areas of 
verification and evaluation has reason for in­
telligent interest in the collection of social and 
economic data.25
25David F. Linowes, C.P.A., “Socio-Economic Account­
ing,” The Journal of Accountancy, (November, 1968) p 37
26“Bureau of the Census: Fact-Finder,” pp 28-35
27Linowes, op. cit., p 38
How The Information Is Used
Federal Uses
Census results are essential for government 
of the United States, its principal and contin­
uous user. Population figures are the basis for 
determining the number of representatives each 
State sends to the House of Representatives. 
Census statistics guide social and economic 
security reforms such as minimum wage legis­
lation, public housing developments and the 
social security program. Federal funds are dis­
tributed to States for school-building programs, 
etc., on the basis of population. The Depart­
ment of Agriculture uses census information to 
plan acreage allotments, crop insurance and 
marketing quotas. Analysis of information about 
economic development is basic in promoting 
full employment.
Ghetto population and housing statistics 
flamed into riot as tragic urban crises spread 
across the land. The Bureau of the Census is 
frequently cited in the Report of the National 
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (the 
Kerner Report). Revitalization of the inner 
city and other areas of depression will require 
detailed information about the people that are 
trapped there, their skills, education, family 
patterns and any business enterprises that may 
survive there.
Financial and Business Uses
Of pertinence to the accounting profession, 
and certainly to the accountant’s clients, are 
the services of the Bureau of the Census in the 
field of business and trade. The decennial 
counting of the population is obviously the 
project with the most common touch, but 
interlaced with this periodicity is the rhythm of 
the quincennial census of manufacturers, min­
eral wealth, business enterprises, local govern­
ment activities and transportation. These are 
supplemented with interim surveys of various 
cycles, the most frequent being the weekly 
report of retail sales.
Concurrent with these are the reports on 
foreign trade and domestic construction. The 
value of imports and exports has been recorded 
for every year since 1789. The Bureau of the 
Census has prepared these statistics since 
1941.26 Since then, the foreign trade reports 
have proliferated to monthly frequency with 
segregation as to commodity, country of origin, 
country of destination, customs district and 
further breakdown by means of conveyance, 
i.e., airborne or waterborne.
The fantastic building boom of the last 
decade has not gone without record. In 1959 
the Bureau of the Census was designated as the 
agency to collect construction statistics for the 
Federal Government .and the current rate of 
report is five separate categories per month.
Accountants and the Census
With quantitative data of this sort in such 
profusion it is somewhat mystifying to learn 
that the accounting profession has remained 
aloof from involvement with census projects. 
David F. Linowes, CPA, discussing Socio- 
Economic Accounting in the Journal of Ac­
countancy, writes:
“Since the end of World War II in partic­
ular, government, through the Department of 
Commerce, has been providing figures on the 
nation’s economic activity. Gross national 
product figures have been computed each year 
from accounting data furnished largely by 
business entities. These GNP figures have be­
come the bases for major programs of legis­
lative and executive branches. Private industry 
also often bases plans on trends reflected in 
the GNP.
The elements which are added together to 
arrive at the GNP in any one year are: total 
sales of goods to customers, including goods 
sold to national and local governmental agen­
cies; the value of new construction (including 
homes) and equipment built; the value of in­
creases in inventories and net exports. These 
are accounting data, material with which every 
CPA is comfortably familiar. Yet CPAs have 
been strangely missing from the hierarchy re­
sponsible for the development of these data.27”
In an autonomy it follows naturally that 
government projects should be, and are, used 
by those governed. Next to the Federal Gov­
ernment itself, the business world is the most 
important user of Census Bureau statistics. 
Market analysts in every phase of the economy 
rely on the various reports from the census. 
Labor unions, welfare agencies, social and 
economic research groups also have their spe­
cial interests served.
Since the advent of the computer the Bureau 
has on file a variety of data in a form ready 
for manipulation on electronic computers or 
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punchboard equipment. These files represent 
almost limitless possibilities for cross classifica­
tions by subject and selections of geographic 
areas. Census information is available in pub­
lished form regarding agriculture, business, 
housing, manufactures, minerals, population, 
etc.28
2SU.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 
Inventory of Machine Readable Data and Selected Special
Tabulations, 1964, and, Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., Census Pub­
lications
29Kaplan, op. cit., p 78
Compilation of the 1970 census will offer 
even more utility from the data. David L. 
Kaplan, of the Bureau of the Census, writes:
“In both its standard tabulations and the 
special services, the Bureau plans much greater 
utilization of the computer to help the user 
understand what the data mean. Users have 
emphasized that the computer, which has con­
tributed largely to the quantitative expansion 
of decennial census information, should now 
be made to have an analytical impact on 
census results.29”
Clearly, the census is coming of age and the 
accounting profession must contribute talent to 
all levels of the process.
On that ancient Spring day at Mt. Sinai, 
Moses, his brother, Aaron, and the princes of 
the twelve tribes of Israel counted 606,550 
male Israelites. It was quite a feat. When 
Spring comes in 1970 the United States will 
count its entire population with an estimated 
total of over 200,000,000. This, too, will be an 
impressive accomplishment. It will give evi­
dence of a people brilliant in technical prowess 
and, it is hoped, of a republic whose self­
examination will serve toward fulfillment of the 
national potential.
SHAKESPEARE
(Continued from page 4)
suggests that his client’s worth is best shown 
in previous accounts (“His beauty shall in these 
black lines be seen” (63)) and again (“O let 
my books be then the eloquence” (23)). He 
concludes his report on a highly optimistic note, 
“Finding thy worth a limit past my praise”
So far so good. Then the troubles begin. 
There is difficulty in the following year when 
Shakespeare tries to check the inventories— 
“Though in thy store’s account I one must be” 
(136). The client tries to postpone the audit, 
and the Bard is forced to warn—“Her audit, 
though delay’d, answer’d must be” (126). The 
storm-warning signals have been raised. When 
the accounts are produced, it is obvious that 
the future profits forecast has been wildly over­
stated (“That poor retention could not so much 
hold” (122)). “Retention” here, of course, is 
used in the sense of retained profits. Not only 
that, but the concern is obviously overcapi­
talised (“Profitless usurer, why dost thou use/ 
So great a sum of sums yet canst not live?” 
(4)). He is also reproachful of his client’s 
amortisation “policy, that heretic/Which works 
on leases on short-number’d hours” (124). 
Nastier still, he is forced to conclude that in the 
past profits had been bolstered by income 
which did not relate to the company’s activities 
at all (“Robb’d others’ beds’ revenues of their 
rents” (142)).
As a last resort Shakespeare proposes a re­
construction scheme in which “All losses are 
restor’d, and sorrows end” (30). This is to no 
avail, and he reluctantly decides to withdraw 
his services, refusing even to deal with his 
client’s Section 341 claim in terms of “And do 
not drop in for an after-loss” (90). The tone in 
the correspondence now becomes bitterly re­
proachful—“For I have sworn thee fair,........../ 
Who art black as hell, as dark as night” (147) 
and again “For thy records, and what we see, 
doth lie” (123).
Obviously, after the errors in the report had 
been found, Shakespeare would have to be 
called to account (a word, incidentally, which 
appears fifteen times in the Sonnets). While 
evidence is lacking, we must assume that he 
was called before the Disciplinary Committee. 
He is quick to admit his mistakes—“Book both 
my wilfulness and errors down” (117). Expul­
sion inevitably follows, and all that remains is 
for him to tidy up the remains of his profes­
sional life. His practice is passed over to a 
young assistant—“This fair child of mine/Shall 
sum my count, and make my old excuse” (2). 
In his despair, he wonders whether his failure 
with one client might not apply to all others, 
and muses “What acceptable audit canst thou 
leave?” (4). After his professional ruin, what 
became of him? I admit my uncertainty, but 
the following lines seem significant: “Whilst 
I, my sovereign, watch the clock for you” (57). 
I deduce from these that Shakespeare entered 
industry as a cost clerk, with particular respon­
sibility for the analysis of labour variances.
It would be unfair to think of Shakespeare
(Continued on page 12)
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YOU ARE A SOCIAL SCIENTIST
The writer discusses the responsibilities of the accountant as an active member of the 
family of social sciences particularly in the light of the effect of accounting practices 
upon society as a whole.
Perhaps as an accountant you haven’t 
thought about it, but you are engaged in a 
social science.
Accounting plays a vital role in our society 
due to the dependence on published financial 
statements by many diverse segments of society 
as well as the planners of our society. The 
federal government’s recognition of the value 
of financial statements dates from the Secur­
ities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934, in which statements covered by 
an unqualified opinion of an independent audi­
tor are required before securities can be traded 
in interstate commerce.
The extent of social (including economic 
and political) importance that accounting has 
achieved is exemplified by the U. S. Treasury’s 
position on deferral of the investment credit. 
It is the Treasury’s contention that allocation 
reduces the impact of the tax reduction which 
is contrary to the intent of Congress in allowing 
the investment credit. The implication of this 
statement is that the amount of reported in­
come is important to the society as a whole 
and that accountants should view their work 
as it will affect society, not just the particular 
client.
Definitions
Definitions of a social science were examined 
by Professor R. K. Mautz,1 who came to the 
conclusion that accounting qualified as a social 
science. One definition he quoted is especially 
pertinent: “In baldest terms, social scientists 
share a common concern in the development 
and use of methods for ordering data systema­
tically and analytically, and for interpreting 
their findings as objectively as possible.”2
1R. K. Mautz, “Accounting as a Social Science,” Account­
ing Review, April 1963, pp. 317-325.
2Pendleton Herring, “Toward an Understanding of Man,” 
in New Viewpoints in the Social Sciences, Twenty-Eight 
Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies, 
Roy A. Price, Editor, National Council of the Social Studies, 
1958.
3Vol. 1, p. 404; Vol. 4, p. 475; Vol. 2, p. 312, as ref­
erenced by Mautz.
4Mautz, p. 312.
5Committee on Accounting Procedure, Accounting Re­
search and Terminology Bulletins, Final Edition (New 
York: American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 
1961), p. 7.
Dr. Marilynn G. Winborne, CPA 
Tucson, Arizona
The Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences3 in­
cludes discussions of accounting, cost account­
ing, and auditing, from which it can be con­
cluded that the social sciences recognize 
accounting as a member of their family. “How­
ever, it is one thing to be accepted into the 
family; it is quite another to claim a place at 
the table by right of accomplishment.”4
Implications—Responsibilities
Accounting Research Bulletin No. 1, issued 
in 1939, recognized the social implications of 
accounting and the social responsibilities with 
which accounting was vested. This statement 
was repeated in the first paragraph of ARB No. 
43:
Accounting is essential to the effective func­
tioning of any business organization, partic­
ularly the corporate form. The test of the cor­
porate system and of the special phase of it 
represented by corporate accounting ultimately 
lies in the results which are produced. These 
results must be judged from the standpoint of 
society as a whole—not merely from that of 
any one group of interested persons.5
As a profession, accounting has taken steps
DR. MARILYNN G. WINBORNE, CPA, is a professor of accounting at The University of Arizona 
in Tucson. She was awarded a Ph.D. from The University of Texas in 1962, the first woman to 
receive a doctorate in accounting from that University.
Dr. Winborne taught accounting for two years at The University of Texas prior to moving 
to Tucson. She received her CPA certificate in 1959 and has worked in both the public and 
private areas of accounting.
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calculated to more “fairly” reflect the financial 
position and results of operations of a business 
enterprise; witness the Accounting Research 
Bulletins, the Opinions of the Accounting Prin­
ciples Board, and the Special Bulletin of Octo­
ber, 1964.6 No longer is depreciation dependent 
upon income and whim of management; no 
longer can significant gains and losses be hid­
den within retained earnings; no longer is 
computation of earnings per share subject to 
individual techniques.
Certainly there are many areas remaining 
to which the profession must speak, but prog­
ress has been made in dealing with specific 
technical problems. The solutions found in the 
past and those to be found in the future must 
be evaluated in terms of their social impact.
It is also essential that the totality of ac­
counting be assessed in light of its place in 
society. It is the area of evaluation as to fairness 
to society that accountants are most prone to 
overlook in their preoccupation with the search 
for an immediate way to handle a particular 
situation.
New Dimension
Mr. Leonard M. Savoie added another di­
mension in a recent issue of The CPA when he 
wrote:
The accounting profession faces a fascinat­
ing opportunity to serve the public by develop­
ing new and different technique for measur­
ing the output of social programs. There is al­
ready a need for this kind of measurement, 
which might be termed “social accounting,” 
and the need is bound to grow in the future, 
as vast sums of money will be dedicated to 
programs for social improvement.7
Accountants are involved in work which is 
recognized by those outside the profession as 
(1) having social responsibilities and (2) being 
a social science. The professional publications 
have not ignored the social aspects of account­
ing, yet the amount of real concern has perhaps 
not been as great as is justified by the impor­
tance of the subject.
Maurice H. Stans,8 in a 1948 article, concluded 
that accounting must keep pace with the rapid 
social changes and that “self-initiated prompt 
action is the best insurance of an unregulated 
future for accounting and reporting practices.”9 
These words from the past echo loudly when 
reading the statement made by former SEC 
Chairman Manuel F. Cohen, quoted in the 
Journal of Accountancy:
I must say the American Institute of Cer­
tified Public Accountants is moving and mov­
ing very expeditiously in this area of com­
parability of financial statements. . . . (But) 
if they don’t move as rapidly as we like or if 
they come up with the wrong answers, we can 
write our own rules and our rules control.10
All of this indicates that accounting is a 
social science and the members of the account­
ing profession must recognize their responsibili­
ties to society.
In Summary
Paying lip service is not sufficient. Society 
demands action, not words. Reporting practices 
must be evaluated in light of the demands of 
society without losing sight of the accountants’ 
obligations to interpret their findings as objec­
tively as possible. Accountants must act in ac­
cordance with their status as social scientists. 
And, as members of society, accountants will 
also benefit.
6Special Bulletin, “Disclosure of Departures from Opin­
ions of Accounting Principles Board,” issued by the Council 
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 
October, 1964.
7“Social Accounting—An Opportunity for Service,” The 
CPA, November 1967, p. 3.
8“How New Standards of Financial Reporting Grow from 
Social Responsibility of Accountants,” Journal of Account­
ancy, August 1948, pp. 98-106.
9Stans, p. 106.
10In “Late Developments,” Journal of Accountancy, 
November 1967, p. 3.
SHAKESPEARE
(Continued from page 10)
as a failure as an accountant. Certainly, the 
time which he spent writing his plays distracted 
him from his real work. Too late he realised 
this, saying to his client, whose faulty report 
he put his name to, “And therefore have I 
slept in your report” (83). It would have been 
reasonable if he had contented himself with 
writing a handful of plays, but writing thirty­
seven meant that he must have neglected his 
practice shamefully.
SAYS THE SAGE:
A closed mouth gathers no feet. 
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THEORY AND PRACTICE
Current Studies and Concepts
EILEEN T. CORCORAN, CPA, Special Editor
Arthur Young & Company
Chicago, Illinois
EARNINGS PER SHARE
In the March 1969 issue the “Exposure 
Draft—Proposed APB Opinion: Earnings Per 
Share” was discussed. The exposure draft was 
issued by the Accounting Principles Board of 
the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants for comment from persons inter­
ested in financial reporting. The Board has now 
issued its official Opinion on this subject—APB 
Opinion No. 15. The Opinion reflects signifi­
cant changes from the exposure draft. It was 
adopted by the assenting votes of fifteen mem­
bers of the Board of whom five assented with 
qualification. Three members dissented.
Because of the Opinion’s length, (25 pages), 
it will be discussed in this column in two in­
stallments. This issue will discuss its effective 
date, the financial statements to which it ap­
plies, the securities that it covers and their 
presentation in financial statements. The No­
vember issue will discuss the earnings per share 
disclosures required in financial statements in 
the presence of simple capital structures and 
those required in the presence of complex 
capital structures. It will also discuss the per­
iods for which such disclosures are required 
and when supplementary earnings per share 
information should be given. Some of the dif­
ferences from APB Opinion No. 9, the previous­
ly issued Opinion on this subject, and from the 
exposure draft will be pointed out.
Neither this issue nor the November issue 
will discuss the reasons for the qualified assents 
and the dissents, nor the Opinion’s four appen­
dices. The latter cover 33 pages and contain 
computational guidelines, a summary of differ­
ing viewpoints, illustrative statements and 
definitions of terms.
The Opinion is very complex. To be fully 
understood, it should be read and studied in 
depth.
Effective date
The Opinion is effective for fiscal periods 
beginning after December 31, 1968, except as 
follows. Early compliance is recommended, as 
is consistent retroactive application.
To permit a transition to the provisions of 
the new Opinion, but to avoid a requirement 
for retroactive application, each company is to 
make the following election (not to be subse­
quently changed) as of May 31, 1969 with 
respect to all securities issued prior to June 1, 
1969 for the purpose of computing primary 
earnings per share:
(a) determine the classifications of all such 
securities under the provisions of the new 
Opinion, or
(b) classify as common stock equivalents only 
those securities which are classified as 
residual securities under Opinion No. 9, 
regardless of their classifications under the 
new Opinion.
If option (a) is selected, computations of 
earnings per share data—both primary and 
fully-diluted—are to be based on the new 
Opinion for all periods presented, including 
prior periods.
If option (b) is selected, the computation of 
primary earnings per share data for all periods 
—prior and future—is to be made by “freezing” 
the residual status of all securities outstanding 
at May 31, 1969 as classified under Opinion 
No. 9 at that date—including options and war­
rants. (Securities issued subsequent to May 31, 
1969 are to be classified under the new Opin­
ion, for all computations.) If option (b) is 
selected, the computation of fully-diluted earn­
ings per share data for fiscal periods beginning 
after December 31, 1968 are to be based on the 
provisions of the new Opinion; those for prior 
periods on the basis of Opinion No. 9.
Applicability
The Opinion applies to financial presenta­
tions which purport to present results of oper­
ations of corporations in conformity with gen­
erally accepted accounting principles and to 
summaries of those presentations, except as 
stated in the following paragraph. Thus, it 
applies to corporations whose capital structures 
include only common stock or common stock 
and senior securities and to those whose capital 
structures also include securities that should be 
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considered the equivalent of common stock i.e. 
common stock equivalents in computing earn­
ings per share data.
The Opinion does not apply to mutual com­
panies that do not have outstanding common 
stock or common stock equivalents (for exam­
ple, mutual savings banks, cooperatives, credit 
unions, and similar entities), to registered in­
vestment companies, to government-owned cor­
porations, or to nonprofit corporations. The 
Opinion also does not apply to parent company 
statements accompanied by consolidated finan­
cial statements, to statements of wholly-owned 
subsidiaries, or to special purpose statements.
Common stock equivalents
Convertible securities
One of the most significant changes in the 
Opinion is the Board’s conclusion that determi­
nation of whether a convertible security is a 
common stock equivalent (use of the term re­
sidual securities was discontinued) should be 
made only at time of issuance and should not 
be changed thereafter so long as the security 
remains outstanding. The exposure draft had 
provided for such determination to be made at 
time of issuance and after issuance. This also 
was being done in practice under interpreta­
tions of provisions of Opinion No. 9.
The Opinion also provides that convertible 
securities outstanding or subsequently issued 
with the same terms of those of a common stock 
equivalent also should be classified as common 
stock equivalents.
Another significant change from the exposure 
draft is in the criteria for determining common 
stock equivalency of convertible securities.
Opinion No. 15 provides that a convertible 
security should be considered as a common 
stock equivalent at the time of issuance if, 
based on its market price (if no market price 
is available, this test should be based on the 
fair value of the security), it has a cash yield 
of less than 66⅔% of the then current hank 
prime interest rate. For any convertible secur­
ity which has a change in its cash interest rate 
or cash dividend rate scheduled within the first 
five years after issuance, the lowest scheduled 
rate during such five years should be used in 
determining the cash yield of the security at 
issuance.
In this Opinion the Board concluded that the 
investment value test for determining common 
stock equivalency, which has been in use since 
issuance of Opinion No. 9, and the market par­
ity test, which was put forth in an addendum 
to the exposure draft because of the belief by 
some Board members that it was preferable to 
the investment value test, were too subjective 
and not sufficiently practicable.
Options and warrants
The Opinion states that options and warrants 
and similar arrangements usually have no cash 
yield and derive their value from their right 
to obtain common stock at specified prices for 
an extended period. Accordingly, they should 
be regarded as common stock equivalents at all 
times. However, as a practical matter, the 
Board recommends that assumption of exercise 
not be reflected in earnings per share data until 
the market price of the common stock obtain­
able has been in excess of the purchase price 
for substantially all of three consecutive months 
ending with the last month of the period to 
which earnings per share data relate. With 
certain limitations, the Opinion provides that 
the “treasury stock” method should be used to 
determine the amount of dilution to be re­
flected in earnings per share data.
These provisions differ from those in the ex­
posure draft. That draft provided different cri­
teria for determination of the common stock 
equivalency of options and warrants. It also in­
dicated that use of the treasury stock method 
to determine the amount of dilution to be re­
flected in earnings per share data was inap­
propriate. Opinion No. 9 did not specifically 
cover the common stock equivalency of options 
and warrants.
Other securities
The Opinion provides, as did the exposure 
draft, that participating securities and two-class 
common stocks may under certain circum­
stances be common stock equivalents. It also 
provides that shares contingently issuable upon 
the mere passage of time (or held in escrow 
pending the satisfaction of conditions unrelated 
to earnings or market value) should be con­
sidered as outstanding in the computation of 
primary earnings per share.
Treatment of common stock equivalents 
in financial statements
The Opinion states that the designation of 
securities as common stock equivalents in the 
Opinion is solely for the purpose of determin­
ing primary earnings per share. It states that no 
changes from present practices are recom­
mended in the accounting for such securities, 
in their presentation within financial statements 
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RECENT IMPORTANT DECISIONS
Donruss Continued
The penalty tax imposed by Section 531 has 
always posed a problem to closely held corpora­
tions. Any accumulation of earnings and profits 
in excess of the statutory $100,000.00 raised 
the question of avoidance of tax at shareholder 
level. There are two approaches to justify the 
retention of earnings. Initially, where computa­
tions involving the use of formulas indicate that 
the accumulation does not exceed the reason­
able needs of the business, no tax will be levied. 
If, after making these calculations, there seems 
to be an excessive retention the taxpayer still 
will not have to pay the tax if he can demon­
strate that such accumulation did not arise in 
an attempt to avoid the tax at shareholder level.
Anyone who has been following the progress 
of the Donruss case through the Courts, has, 
no doubt, been concerned with the apparent 
evolution of the tax avoidance purpose of Sec­
tion 531 of the Code. Initially, taxpayer sued 
in the District Court of Tennessee to recover 
taxes assessed by the Treasury Department as 
the result of an alleged improper accumulation 
of earnings. At that level a decision was ren­
dered in favor of the taxpayer, despite a request 
by the Service that the jury be instructed that if 
one of the purposes of accumulating earnings 
was the avoidance of tax by the shareholders, 
Section 531 would apply.
Instead, the Court instructed the jury that 
tax avoidance had to be the purpose for the 
accumulation. Upon review, the Court of 
Appeals adopted a third approach; namely, 
avoidance of tax must be the dominant purpose 
for accumulating earnings.
Based on this criterion conceivably future 
Section 531 cases would be surrounded with 
confusion in trying to prove the compelling 
motive in any given instance. Now the Supreme 
Court in Donruss Co., 393 U.S. 297; 895 CT. 
501, has reversed the Court of Appeals and 
reaffirmed the Treasury Department’s conten­
tion that a tax may be levied under Section 
531 if one of the purposes for an accumulation 
is tax avoidance.
It becomes apparent that future taxpayers 
are pretty well committed to a showing that 
the Bardahl or other valid “reasonable business 
needs” formulas apply, if they are to overcome 
the basic presumptions of Section 531. To con­
tend that tax avoidance never entered manage­
ment’s mind will be virtually impossible, unless 
retention for the reasonable needs of the busi­
ness can be clearly demonstrated.
Reasonable needs can, of course, encompass 
plans for expansion or other factors not hitherto 
present, but accumulations for any purpose 
other than normal business activity will have 
to be carefully documented—oral testimony 
after the fact, no matter how sincere, will not 
suffice.
Operating Loss Carryovers
A recent Tax Court decision, Chartier Real 
Estate Company, Inc. v. Commissioner, May 
29, 1969, 52TC-; No. 40, should be of great 
interest to taxpayers, and particularly to real 
estate companies, where the fact pattern more 
commonly arises.
Taxpayer derived its income primarily from 
the rental of properties, with occasional sales 
of these properties resulting in capital gains. 
In one particular year where realty sales were 
made, the alternative method of computing tax 
was employed. The taxpayer then attempted 
to apply a net operating loss carryover in ex­
cess of ordinary income against these long-term 
capital gains and pay a tax on the balance at 
capital gains rate.
The Court found in favor of the Commission­
er to the extent that because the alternative 
method had been elected, taxpayer was com­
mitted to a tax of 25% of the entire amount of 
their capital gains. There was a reservation as 
to a further contention of the Commissioner, 
however, and it is that portion of the decision 
that is extremely significant. The Service took 
the position that because the aggregate of 
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ordinary and capital gain income exceeded the 
net operating loss carryover to that year, it 
had been completely absorbed.
The Tax Court concluded that because the 
alternative method had been elected, taxable 
income for purposes of Section 172 of the Code 
consisted of ordinary income, and to the extent 
that the applied net operating loss exceeded 
such income, it was available as a carryover to 
a subsequent year.
In view of this decision, in instances where 
taxpayers have capital gains taxed on the 
alternative method returns should be reex­
amined to ascertain that any net operating 
loss carrybacks and carryovers have been cor­
rectly applied.
“TAX GUIDE FOR INCORPORATING A 
CLOSELY HELD BUSINESS,” Harry Z. 
Garian, American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, New York, 1969, 281 pages.
It would seem that the AICPA made a wise 
selection in its first study in Federal Taxation; 
conforming, as it does to their stated objectives, 
as well as those of the author. Certainly this is 
excellent educational and reference material 
within the areas covered, and embraces more 
than the title would indicate. While the study 
is concerned primarily with the tax aspects of 
incorporating the closely held business, Mr. 
Garian has wisely pointed out the pitfalls in 
making any decision until all aspects of incor­
poration have been considered.
As stated in the introduction, in-depth treat­
ment has been sacrificed in order that the 
reader may have exposure to many phases of 
the problem; but the treatment is sufficient to 
provide a ready reference, and serve as the 
foundation for further study should such in­
depth treatment be required.
The book is well written in a practical vein 
that will be particularly helpful to the individ­
ual who has had only peripheral exposure to 
the problems encountered in a closely held 
business. At the same time it will prove of 
inestimable value to the more experienced 
practitioner. Of particular interest are the 
exhibits contained in the Appendix—the “check­
list” questionnaire with appropriate references 
to pertinent coverage in the text, the case study 
which takes the reader through a step-by-step 
analysis of the work to be done and the type 
of report to be submitted. Assimilation of the 
material contained in this study is bound to 
contribute to the professional development of 
the reader.
REVIEWS
(Continued from page 17)
of the articles are excellent—evidence of their 
having been selected with care. Among them, 
the reader will find discussions of managerial 
authority, forecasting, decision making, opera­
tions research, information systems, selection 
of managers, appraisal of executive perfor­
mance, motivation communications, budgets, 
internal auditing, management audits, evalua­
tion of a firm, and corporate responsibility.
It can be truly said that there is something 
here for everyone, with an abundance of 
managerial philosophies from which to choose. 
The busy accountant can restrict his reading 
to one article at a time if he so desires, and 
thus enjoy and benefit from the book over a 
long period of time.
Well worth the investment, this book will 
provide the accountant with an excellent and 
diversified look at what is being talked about 
in the management area today.
Dr. Bernadine Meyer 
Duquesne University
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO—in THE WOMAN CPA
"While the whole idea of employee pensions has grown with the development of our industrial society, 
it has usually been approached from the sociological standpoint. It was looked upon with scorn by 
some who felt that business was not its brother's keeper. A pension was a nice reward for long and 
faithful service, something like a pat on the head and a bone for an old sheep dog; but such humanitarian 
measures had no place in the practical world. Surprisingly enough, this attitude was encouraged by the 
labor unions. They did not favor a paternalistic role for business, but reserved this right to themselves."
From "EMPLOYEE PENSIONS" by Susie Sudderth, 




PHYLLIS E. PETERS, CPA, Editor 
Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart 
Detroit, Michigan
“CAPITAL BUDGETING: A PRAGMATIC 
APPROACH,” Alexander A. Robichek, Donald 
G. Ogilvie, and John D. C. Roach, THE FI­
NANCIAL EXECUTIVE, Volume XXXVII, 
No. 4, April 1969.
The authors explain a model based on linear 
programming with the purpose of bridging the 
gap between theory and practice in capital 
budgeting. In designing a sound capital budget­
ing system, top management must find answers 
to the following questions: What “objective” 
should the system maximize? Which factors in 
the capital budgeting decision contribute to 
this objective? And what relationships exist 
between the decisional factors and the objec­
tive?
It is pointed out that suggested answers to 
these questions are often in conflict with one 
another. The authors proceed on the premise 
that the objective of the corporation in making 
capital investment decisions is to attempt to 
maximize the value of the firm to its current 
shareholders. The problem then becomes one 
of defining value and the factors that affect it.
Some of the currently used methods for eval­
uating investment proposals, the idea of “ne­
cessity” or “urgency,” the payback period, the 
accounting rate of return, the net present value 
method, and the internal rate of return are dis­
cussed briefly.
The results of a recent survey showed an 
increasing acceptance by large manufacturing 
firms of the techniques using concepts of dis­
counted cash flow. In practice, there are diffi­
culties with the cash flow techniques, but the 
authors believe that these methods should not 
be abandoned because they give management 
information as to the “long-run” effect on ob­
jectives. What is needed is a procedure that 
combines the best features of both theory and 
practice to give the manager a workable and 
feasible approach.
The remainder of the article describes a 
linear programming techniques to determine 
the optimal set of investment proposals. The 
objective of the approach would be to maxi­
mize the internal rate of return or net present 
value of those investment alternatives under 
consideration subject to a set of constraints.
The constraints in addition to the supply of 
capital available would be those factors such 
as earnings per share, return on investment, 
dividends per share, R & D expenditures, etc. 
which the management feels should be con­
sidered as operational or practical objectives 
of the firm.
Capital budgeting as a linear programming 
problem is described briefly and this is followed 
by a case illustration. The model presented in 
the article is not proposed as the ultimate solu­
tion to the difficult problems involved in capital 
budgeting, but the authors believe it to be a 
step in the right direction. This would appear 
to be a reasonable conclusion.
Mary E. Burnet, CPA 
Rochester Institute of Technology
“MANAGEMENT: A BOOK OF READINGS,” 
Harold Koontz and Cyril O’Donnell, McGraw- 
Hill, Inc., New York, 2nd edition, 1968, 682 
pages (available in paperback).
The proliferation of writing in the manage­
ment area and the many viewpoints pro­
pounded make it difficult to acquire, without 
wading through volumes of material, a mean­
ingful insight into what is a rapidly expanding 
field. This book reduces that difficulty by 
making available to the reader 93 different 








Managers and the changing environment.
Although of varying quality, the majority
(Concluded on page 16)
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF WOMAN ACCOUNTANTS
CHAPTER PRESIDENTS—1969-1970
Listed below are the 85 Chapters of the American Society of Women Accountants 
together with the names and addresses of the respective Chapter Presidents for the 
1969-1970 year. This convenient roster is being presented especially for the benefit of 
our non-member subscribers, many of whom are students who have been introduced to 
our publication by our long-time back cover advertiser, the International Society of 
Accountants, Inc., a home study school since 1903.
It is suggested that students or other non-member readers may be interested in con­
tacting the Chapter President in their area with a view to attending a meeting or 
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UNDER-QUALIFIED
-in spite of your college degree?
If your college education fell short of providing 
you with training in accounting or business 
management, the International Accountants 
Society can help you close the gap.
"Qualified” once meant a college degree. Today, 
it often means additional training in specialized 
areas of business.
That’s why each year over 1,400 college and 
university graduates supplement their degrees 
with specialized I.A.S. home-study training in 
accounting and allied business management sub­
jects... often on the recommendations of univer­
sity instructors or employers.
Many of these I.A.S. students are recent college 
graduates, with an excellent education in the arts or 
sciences, who quickly discovered how valuable it is 
to have professional training in accounting in today's 
business world. Others arc older graduates who now 
need to add to their accounting knowledge or brush 
up on areas where techniques have changed rapidly in 
recent years.
I.A.S. offers a number of accounting and other techni­
cal business courses (including the increasingly important 
study of computer functions) that you can take at home 
in your spare time. So, while continuing with your present 
job, you gain the training you need for a more important 
position with higher pay.
Complete information on the I.A.S. home-study plan for be­
ginning or postgraduate accounting training is available in the 
school’s latest 24-page illustrated report. To receive a copy with­
out cost or obligation, fill out and mail the coupon below.
If your college education teas interrupted...
...the I.A.S. accounting course will help you fill the gaps 
and qualify for important advancement that may now be 
closed to you.
MAIL COUPON FOR FREE REPORT
International Accountants Society, Inc. 
A Home Study School Since 1903 
Dept. 8891, 209 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago. Ill. 60606
Without any obligation on my part, please send me 





Accredited Member, National Home Study Council.
